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The Patterns and Evolution of Entrepreneurship in the Gaeltacht1 Ms. Emer NÍ BHRÁDAIGH, Lecturer in Entrepreneurship, Fiontar, DCU Dublin City University, Dublin 9, Ireland. Ph: + 353 1 700 8101; F: + 353 1 700 5690 Email: [email protected] www.dcu.ie/fiontar Abstract A pilot study in 2001, mapped the emergence and evolution of organizational entrepreneurship in the Co Galway Gaeltacht village of Carraroe.. The objective was to describe and explain the patterns of entrepreneurial behaviour since 1926, the year in which the Gaeltacht Commission officially designated the Gaeltacht areas. A secondary objective was to ascertain what data were available and what methodological issues would arise, and what future avenues of research would emerge.



To date most of the research on the minority language region of the Gaeltacht has been in the realms of socio-linguistics, sociology, geography and history. This study is rooted in the field of corporate demography and organization evolution and seeks to provide fresh empirical evidence and analysis of how the business community evolved. Quantitative data were collated from various official reports from 1926 onwards, including the annual reports of Údarás na Gaeltachta (the Gaeltacht Authority, responsible for the cultural, social and economic development of the Gaeltacht) from 1980 to 2000, and its predecessor Gaeltarra Éireann from 1958 to 1979. An analysis was conducted on the Údarás database of 137 grant recipients in the area between 1970 and 2000, which contained information on year of establishment, industry sector, employment level, grant level and life span. Qualitative data were sourced in particular from an ethnographic study undertaken in the late 1960s, and from 12 in-depth interviews with local informants. Results show the relatively late stage at which industrialization commenced; the role of the cooperative movement; the relatively short life-span of certain industries; a pattern of self-sufficiency; the patterns of business birth rates among firms founded by local people in comparison with outside investors, and the relevance of the socio-linguistic literature on minority languages which highlights the interrelationship between loss of language and lack of confidence, low self-esteem, lack of institutional support – issues also debated in entrepreneurship literature. The paper concludes with a discussion of the avenues of future research that have emerged from the pilot study, namely business birth rates and the genealogy of organizations and their key actors; the influence of a minority language on a) business and social networking and on diffusion of innovation and b) on cognition and sensemaking.
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‘Gaeltacht’ is the term used to describe the regions of Ireland where Irish (Gaelic) is spoken as a community language.
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Introduction In 1926, shortly after the foundation of the State, the newly formed Government of Ireland established the Gaeltacht Commission to ascertain the steps required to improve the economic conditions of the inhabitants of the Gaeltacht regions in order to preserve the language. Since then much state investment has been made in these regions and in the language itself. To date most research on the Gaeltacht areas has used linguistic, cultural geography, sociological or regional development theory rather than entrepreneurship constructs (Johnson, 1997; McLeod, 2002; Ó Cinnéide et al, 1985; Watson & Fahey, 1998), although the primary targeted Government investment in the area is through Údarás na Gaeltachta, the Gaeltacht Authority, which has responsibility for the ‘economic, social and cultural development of the regions, ensuring the continuation of the Irish language as the spoken language of the community in the region’ (Údarás na Gaeltachta, 2000a). In 2001, the Údarás investment in share capital in its subsidiary and associate (joint venture) industries was valued at €1.96m and in that same year it approved grant aid totalling €21.48m to the aforementioned industries and to large industries and small businesses across all Gaeltacht regions nationwide. Grant assistance totalling €10.25m was approved for 127 businesses in the Co Galway Gaeltacht (Údarás na Gaeltachta, 2001).



Aims of the Study The objective of this study is to describe and explain the patterns of entrepreneurial behaviour in Carraroe village (and eventually in the whole Co Galway Gaeltacht) since 1926, through a multidisciplinary research paradigm based on the theoretical perspectives of corporate demography and organisation evolution, and in particular to explore the potential of research approaches involving issues such as genealogy, imprinting, networks and cognition. Essentially, the waves and flows of populations of organisations over the period are described and explained. Additional research objectives are to develop appropriate longitudinal methodologies and models for this particular context, to ascertain what data are available and to develop a number of propositions warranting further research. This research is timely, given the increasing recognition of minority languages at EU level, the current economic situation in Ireland, the fact that the Irish language and the Gaeltacht areas are currently under Government review2 (Government of Ireland, 2002).



Research Context Organisation evolution (OE) examines the emergence, development, disbandment and interaction of a wide range of organizations, whether new or established, public or private, in traditional or more It has a population of 86,000. The Gaeltacht regions are in pockets along the western seaboard.
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modern industry sectors (Aldrich, 1999). It examines the patterns of emergence, variation, selection, retention and struggle of organisations in the context of the society and environment in which they exist. OE takes a long-term dynamic view of populations of organizations, in sharp contrast to the predominantly firm, and individual, based perspectives of more traditional entrepreneurship research. Ecology and evolution based studies have been conducted on particular industries such as wine in California (Delacroix et al, 1989) and newspapers in Argentina and Ireland (Delacroix & Carroll, 1983). Carroll & Hannan (2000) have taken organisation ecology as their base in developing a theory of corporate and industrial demography (CD). Essentially CD is about ‘the flows of corporate vital events over time and their interrelationships’ (Carroll & Hannan, 2000, 39). It looks at the interaction between populations of organisations through their linkages in the value-added chain, in trade associations or with public organisations. Stinchcombe’s ‘liability of newness’ (1965) in young companies and the impact of the environment at foundation can perhaps also be applied to new industries. Carroll and Hannan also address imprinting whereby the ‘process in which events occurring at certain key developmental stages have persisting, possibly lifelong consequences’ (2000, 205), especially at the founding stage. This is because nascent and new organisations have to make such an effort to marshal various resources from the surrounding environment that they are heavily scrutinised by and affected by the environment at that crucial stage. Aldrich (1995) argues that due to the strong effect of imprinting, focusing on the period during which a new population (or form of organisation) emerges is a crucial theoretical issue. He also links imprinting with legitimacy in that the imprinting by the environment is linked with the nascent/new organisation having to gain legitimacy, whether cognitive (from the key actors in the environment) or socio-political.



OE and CD together provide a robust basis for a longitudinal view of the evolving interaction between organizations, populations of organizations and environmental conditions. In addition, ‘facts produced by this perspective do not always square with conventional wisdom’ (Carroll & Hannan, 2000, 18). This theoretical approach is in line with the trend in entrepreneurship theory, away from a trait based approach, which van de Ven (1995) attributes to Schumpeter’s 1948 personification of the entrepreneur as a creative destroyer of equilibrium, to a process and development based approach (Bygrave & Hofer, 1991; Deakins, 1996). Entrepreneurship theory now puts more emphasis on entrepreneurial behaviour throughout the population and over time, rather than on identifying a single successful entrepreneur (Fitzsimons et al, 2001; Reynolds, 1991).



Others argue that most innovations are the result of collective achievements (van de Ven, 1995), and that successful entrepreneurs require a supportive environment (Bull & Willard, 1995), and that an 2



Department of Community, Rural and Gaeltacht affairs press release, 13 January 2003
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entrepreneur’s actions are legitimised by ‘the rules and norms of the society in which the organisation functions’ (van de Ven, 1995, 45). Some researchers address the personal networks that entrepreneurs have (Mottiar & Jacobson, 2002; Renzulli et al, 2000; Reynolds, 1991), the level of networking between organisations at the board of directors level (Heracleous & Murray, 2001) and the levels of solidarity and cohesiveness in ethnic groups (Mc Pherson, 1991).



Others have



addressed the business networks (Håkansson & Snehota, 1995) and industrial networks (Axelsson & Easton, 1992) available to and used by businesses.



Håkansson & Snehota refer to how ‘the



individual’s capacity to recognise, communicate, learn, teach and develop is transferred to a collective level’ (1995, 194). This aspect of business networking is of particular interest as part of the framework in answering the question of how innovation and new practices were introduced and spread throughout the Gaeltacht, and in the case of the failed industries such as the glasshouses, how there was a level of despair and hopelessness associated with them from the beginning (Mac Aodha, 1971; Ó Conghaile, 1988).



Various types of change (including adaptation, absorption and



transmutation) that flow through networks (Easton & Lundgren, 1992) and the tendency to heterogenise and the regeneration process in industrial networks (Håkansson, 1992), are part of the process of variation, selection, retention and struggle in organisation evolution as discussed by Aldrich (1999). Due to the rural nature of the Gaeltacht and the high level of social interaction, it is felt that a combination of social network theory and business network theory will be required to explain the patterns of entrepreneurship. The social network is particularly important in view of the fact that socio-linguistic theory shows networks based on language (Edwards, 1985; Tovey et al, 1989) and that only 50% of senior / middle managers in Údarás na Gaeltachta funded companies are fluent in Irish (Údarás na Gaeltachta, 2001) and thus would have different social networks. As well as the language issue, the particular history of the Co Galway Gaeltacht, in terms of abject poverty, very high levels of emigration and very poor land may have also imprinted the levels and forms of entrepreneurship in the region (Ní Chonghaile, 2002; Ó Loinsigh, 2002). The pilot study is the first step in linking the theories of entrepreneurship with those of sociolinguistics and culture in order to examine the interrelationship between entrepreneurial behaviour and the loss and use of the Irish language.



Methodology and Methods This pilot study is part of an exploratory inductive research project, which attempts to weave together the quantitative historical methods of corporate demography with the qualitative methods used in organisation evolution.



Along with the institutional and macroenvironment, time and



processes are a third dimension in the influences on entrepreneurial activity in the Gaeltacht. An 4



attempt is made to uncover new evidence and insights through a longitudinal approach (Carroll & Hannan, 2002; Pettigrew, 1997). A triangulation of multiple methods, including case studies and interviews, and multiple sources of documentary data is used. The descriptive element is general and simple, in an effort to find patterns. By collating data that to date have not been gathered into one body, it should be possible to unearth patterns hitherto unseen. The explanatory element will bring more accuracy and meaning, complementing the former element. It is hoped to unearth the ‘key sequences of action, what superceded what, what were the key transition points and who were the critical personalities’ (Pettigrew, 1997, 345). Many of those interviewed during the pilot research spoke of the historical context and how it had such a strong influence on entrepreneurial behaviour and attitudes (Mallaghan, 2002; Ní Chonghaile, 2002; Ó Baoighealláin, 2002; Ó Loinsigh; 2002).



The time delimitation is circa 80 years, dating back to when the Gaeltacht areas were originally specially designated and addressed in terms of funding and public policy.



This time span is



sufficiently wide to accommodate the theoretical approaches of organisational evolution and corporate demography (Aldrich, 1999; Carroll & Hannan, 2000). Gartner & Shane (1995) recognise that many of the influences on entrepreneurial activity, such as technological innovation, migration and political change are unlikely to show their effect in a data set covering 10 years or less. Considering that the Gaeltacht areas were largely at subsistence farming level in the 1920s, and that true industrial development did not commence until the 1960s, the problem of left-censoring (Barnett, 1997), or losing the insights available through examining the emergence of an industry (Aldrich, 1995), is obviated in this research project.



The Pilot Study During the summer of 2002, a pilot study was conducted in the village of Carraroe (see map in Appendix 1) and the surrounding area of a radius of 5 - 6 kilometres. Carraroe lies in the District Electoral Division (DED) of An Crumpán, which in 2002 had a population of 2,270 (CSO, 2002), and is 42 kilometres due west of Galway city.3 Secondary sources of information included annual reports, national censa, state department reports and local newspapers. Interviewees included local leaders and entrepreneurs, Údarás employees, a former chairman of Údarás and a former director of the 1940s Gaeltacht Services Division. Three invaluable sources of data were the Gaeltarra Éireann and Údarás na Gaeltachta annual reports from 1957 to 2001, an ethnographic study of the village in 1968-9 (Kane, 1977) and a socio-economic survey of the Co Galway Gaeltacht conducted in the same year (Mac Aodha, 1971). An account of the main waves and trends in entrepreneurial activity 3



Carraroe and the Crumpán DED lie in west Co Galway, around 40 km from Galway city. For ease of reference in this paper the term Carraroe DED is used instead of Crumpán DED. Connemara is a region covering most of west Co Galway. Around half of Connemara is in the Gaeltacht.
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in Carraroe is followed by statistical analysis of the Údarás database for Carraroe and the neighbouring fishing port of Ros a’Mhíl which lies just outside the DED boundary but is closely linked with the Carraroe economy. Where data were not available at Carraroe / DED level, data for Co Galway are given and attention drawn to this fact. Údarás na Gaeltachta Database – Methodological Issues Údarás na Gaeltachta kindly provided that part of its database on grant-aided companies covering the 137 organisations and individuals who had received grant aid from ca. 1970 to 2001, in the chosen area. The database is a reasonably accurate account of the development of industrialisation in the area, although it does not provide a full account of entrepreneurial activity in the area.



Before discussing the results, it is important to highlight methodological issue such as the various gaps in the data and the assumptions and decisions made. Nine organizations were removed from the database due to insufficient / inaccurate information. The database does not delineate between fully registered businesses and self-employed individuals.



It only covers those businesses /



individuals who have received some form of grant-aid in the last ca. 30 years. It does not include many other businesses that also operate in, and play a key role in the village such as public houses, shops, guest accommodation, seasonal guest accommodation, individual tradespeople / professionals, not-for-profit organizations as they would generally not be considered eligible for Údarás grants. Grant amounts are assumed to have been awarded and paid on the 1st January of the year of establishment. The amounts were converted to Euros and to 2001 values using the Consumer Price Index (Department of Finance, 2002). Fulltime, part-time and seasonal employment figures were available for at least one year, for 88% of organisations. On reviewing data for each organization it was decided to include part-time workers as 0.5 of a full-time person and to omit seasonal employment, until such time as a more refined method of calculation is developed. The maximum full-time equivalent (FTE) employment figure achieved by each organization is used in analysing the relationship between grant aid and employment. More refined analysis will require ascertaining when each portion of grant aid was awarded, and calculating employment years provided over the course of the organisation’s life span.



It is felt that the results are not particularly sensitive to the assumptions made, and notwithstanding the weaknesses of the assumptions made, it is felt that the high levels of significance in the correlations and regressions will probably not be hugely altered when more refined data collection and analysis is conducted. 6



The Waves and Phases of Industrialisation and Entrepreneurial Activity 1920s–40s



From Dire Poverty and Subsistence to Dole, Emigration and Hope of Glasshouses



While the Gaeltacht Commission of 1926 found ‘very clear disparity of wealth and resources between Gaeltacht areas and the rest of the country’ (Government of Ireland, 1929, 41) with some inhabitants even ‘too impoverished to avail of’ Government grants (43), the Co Galway Gaeltacht is repeatedly mentioned as being even more disadvantaged. Land was ‘the sole permanent basis of livelihood’ (41) supplemented by fishing, seaweed, spinning, knitting, lacemaking and embroidery, most households having one cow at most. There was no road infrastructure worth considering. The Department of Fisheries ran one Rural Industry Centre in Carraroe and another 8 in the Co Galway Gaeltacht – largely for activities traditionally undertaken by women. The Department’s policy at the time was to transfer these industries to private individuals – perhaps the beginnings of state support for entrepreneurial behaviour (Government of Ireland, 1929). By the 1930s the various Censa of Industrial Production, Distribution and Retail Services still showed the disparity in wealth. Retail sales per head of population in Connemara (West Co. Galway) were 50% of the national average and the Gaeltacht areas of Connemara were poorer again. There was a high level of small shops, some combining a public house with a grocery shop, operating merely to supplement family income. Some of these shops continued well into the 1980s. The ‘dole’ (unemployment assistance) was introduced in 1933 and while it helped many, it was not welcomed in all quarters and there is repeated criticism of it in the literature (Comharchumann na nOileán, 1979; Kane, 1977; Mac Aodha, 1971; Ó Conghaile, 1974; Ó Conghaile, 1988; Ó Loinsigh, 2002). Given the sheer level of poverty, it could well be that it offered a higher standard of living than many would have aspired to from employment. Even 40 years later, the co-operative in a parish next to Carraroe, was particularly scathing of the dole: ‘This condition over a period of years finally convinced people of their uselessness, and with the community almost totally dependent on state handouts….’ (Comharchumann na nOileán, 1979). In the 1940s, emigration was at a peak nationwide. There was a fall of 20% in the population of Carraroe DED, mainly by those in their late teens and early twenties. In the 1940s the Department of Lands established the Gaeltacht Services Division (GSD) to run the industries and projects largely inherited from the Congested Districts Board which was disbanded in 1923. GSD’s remit was ‘to develop and maintain local industries such as tweed, knitwear, embroidery and toys’ (Boylan, 2002, 78).



Their work was ‘within Civil Service rules and practices, … but a severe handicap on



commercial activities’ (2002, 99). Many of the senior grades in the GSD were occupied by people
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from outside the Gaeltacht area. These traditional female-based industries were still the primary industries being promoted by the state up to the late 1960s. There was great hope for the Government’s glasshouse scheme in 1948, (see Figure 1), even though the Minister for Agriculture of the day, reluctantly introduced the scheme, which he felt was ‘exotic’ and ‘astonishing’ (Dáil Debates, 1948). There was neither running water, electricity nor good soil available. Heat was generated by hand-won turf, (or later by oil). Rainwater, or well-water drawn in buckets, was used. The main crop, tomatoes, was largely unknown to the people in the area (Ó Conghaile, 1988, 160). The main reasons for the ultimate failure of the scheme include unattractive financial reward, the dole, insufficient training, lack of heating at the beginning, and the small size of the houses (Mac Aodha, 1971, 32). Figure 1: Dole, Glasshouse and Knitting Income, 1940s - 1960s Glasshouses Built / In Use Connemara Carraroe



1948 Early 1950s 95 houses 22 houses



Building Cost £ Grant Loan Total



£150 £150 £300



Net Annual Glasshouse Income £ Annual Dole Income £ Women's annual part-time knitting income £



Late 1960s 85 houses 6 houses



£80 - £160 £58 £52 £86 - £296 £135



Sources: Kane, 1977; Mac Aodha, 1971; Ó Conghaile, 1988 1950s and 1960s – Efforts at Industrialisation and Emergence of Co-operative Movement The 1950s and 1960s saw a huge shift in the economic activity in Carraroe, with a reduction from 174 part-time fishermen and 74 small craft in 1948 to 72 part-time fishermen and 15 small craft in 1966. By the late 1960s fishing was the least important source of income, largely overtaken by tourism (Kane, 1977,31). A seaweed processing factory established in Carraroe in the late 1950s lasted 5-6 years. Owned by a local schoolteacher resident in Dublin, an employee of the state’s Electricity Supply Board, and a local public house owner (Kane, 1977; Ó Flatharta, 2002), the factory employed ca. 8% of local men, and was supplied with seaweed by ca. 10% of local farmers. Its closure however was due to market difficulties, and a lack of seaweed supplies (Kane, 1977; Ó Flatharta, 2002) despite abundant seaweed growth nearby. 8



The handloomed knitwear factory in Carraroe, employing young girls, and originally a knitting centre run by the Congested Districts Board up to 1923, came under the remit of Gaeltarra Éireann in 1957. By 1958 Carraroe was one of the first areas in the Galway Gaeltacht to benefit from rural electrification, (Electricity Supply Board, 1958), over 30 years after the Galway-based Connacht Tribune newspaper advertised the national electricity grid (Connacht Tribune, 1925). In the late 1960s two thirds of those in the Carraroe area were classified as farmers, farmers’ relatives, or farm managers, compared to around one quarter at national level (Kane, 1977, App II). While the men categorized themselves as farmers, their wives were by far the main breadwinners, primarily through tourism and knitting activities, as seen in Figure 2. Income from tourism was far more attractive than that from the glasshouses. Mac Aodha was critical of the state’s ‘excessive pampering’ , undynamic approach, seeing it as contributing greatly to ‘the lack of initiative and the general unwillingness to do an honest day’s work which so characterise the Gaeltacht today.’ (1971, 9). Figure 2: Tourism Facilities in Carraroe, 1968 – 1982 1968 Tourist Facilities (vast majority private homes) Households in receipt of State Tourism Grants % of all households in Crumpán DED Irish college (summer camp) student places Grant per student per week Estimated total grant income per annum (2 x 3 week courses, 10 students per household)



1973 60



1982



24



77 14.6



190 £5 £60



Sources: CSO Census, 1981; Roinn na Gaeltachta, 1973 & 1982; Kane, 1977) The descendants of the 1926 subsistence farmers were still surviving on a combination of various income-generating activities and informal barter of goods and services in the local community. This pattern of life did not fit well with regulated factory work, which was viewed by many as merely women’s work and those promoted to a more senior position ran the risk of mixing with a different social class which would exclude them from the informal bartering activities of the community (Kane, 1977). Although Gaeltarra Éireann (GÉ) was the state agency charged with developing industry in the Gaeltacht, its seven industries provided employment in the Co Galway Gaeltacht for 1.14% of the total population aged 15 – 64 years (134 jobs in 1969, of which 65% were 9



full time). While the ten private sector industries fared better in the same year by providing 200 jobs, of which 95% were full-time, the combined total of people employed in industry (334) was considerably less than the average of 480 people (mostly women) emigrating each year from 1946 to 1966. A 1968 study in a parish neighbouring Carraroe, showed that only 18% of 18-28 year olds born in the area had stayed in the area. At the same time around 700 Co Galway Gaeltacht people commuted daily to Galway city for work. Those who decided to work in the factories mostly saw it as a stepping stone to emigration. Within the DED, Gaeltarra had a clothing operation employing 12 women and one man subsupplying its main factory in Co Mayo, and a private shellfish company employed 10 men with markets in France, Germany and USA (Kane, 1977; Mac Aodha, 1971). It was only in 1965 that a Government Act gave GÉ power to establish new ventures in conjunction with private investors, thus providing state incentives for entrepreneurial behaviour, but by 1969 the chairman was repeating his statement that the support from private Irish investors was disappointing compared to that of foreign investors. In recognising the need for the development of managerial skills within the Gaeltacht community itself, he highlighted the danger of ‘a sort of ”white officer” situation that would be directly in conflict with our basic purpose’ (Gaeltarra Éireann, 1969a). In 1970 a clothing company had been established in Carraroe employing 4 men and 31 women. By 1968, GÉ had begun a policy of grant-aiding small industries, the first in Carraroe being a café in 1969, which received £2,000 (Gaeltarra Éireann, 1969; Gaeltarra Éireann 1970). Plans for an advance factory were underway, although ‘at present no industrialist in his right mind would even consider Carraroe as a possible location for an industry, since the service infrastructure … is so incredibly bad’ (Mac Aodha, 1971, 29). The advance factory was not a result of local campaigning, but rather locals apparently knew nothing of it until it was being built (Kane, 1977, 230). Indeed there seems to have been a pattern of low take-up of Department of Agriculture schemes such as those for home improvements and purchase of fishing equipment, (Mac Aodha, 1971, 12), schemes that had evolved since the days of the Congested Districts Board in the early 1900s. The first bank in Carraroe opened in 1968, and only 50 houses had piped water at the time. It was in the late 1960s that the co-operative movement began to gather momentum in the Co. Galway Gaeltacht. The first co-operative campaigned to bring piped water to the area, develop roads and beaches, make use of natural resources, gain fishing rights on lakes, use commonages, improve agriculture and open factories (Ó Conghaile, 1988, 194). It was in Carraroe itself that the Gaeltacht Civil Rights movement commenced in the 1960s. By 1977, 7 further co-ops had been set up in south-west Co Galway, including one in Carraroe in 1977. The co-ops reached their peak in the late 1970s / early 1980s. One of the most important achievements of the co-ops was bringing piped 10



water to hundreds of houses. By 1986 the successful co-op in a district neighbouring Carraroe employed 66 full time and 120 part-time staff (Ó Conghaile, 1988, 164-169). In some cases the future success of co-op projects was more dependent on enlightened overseas foundations than on Irish state support (Fiontar, 2001). 1970 & 80s



Fledgling Industries – Tourism and Manufacturing



Tourism was the most important source of income in Carraroe in the early 1970s (see Figure 2). The Department of the Gaeltacht had a comprehensive grant scheme, much of which was based on improving houses, particularly for Irish language tourism. These households catered for mainly urban non-Gaeltacht people learning Irish, and Department literature assured readers that each house had adequate sewerage services (Roinn na Gaeltachta, 1973 & 1982). While Irish colleges operate primarily in the two summer months, they provided and still provide a considerable income. However a more general tourist industry has never developed. By 2001, the DED had only 4 establishments registered with the state tourism body Bord Fáilte or with the Gaeltacht accommodation promotion bureau, providing year round bed and breakfast accommodation (Gaelsaoire, 2001; Irish Town & Country Homes, 2001).



The percentage of people at work in the DED rose from 29% to 35% between 1981 and 1996, with the rise mainly in manufacturing, public administration and the professions. The decline in selfemployment (from 24% in 1981 to 15% in 1996) reflects an increase in full-time employment and a decrease in the pattern of multiple income sources as had been common up to then. While most of the farms in the area were only 4 – 5 acres in size (Mac Aodha, 1971) the removal of the 


Údarás na Gaeltachta Database: 1970 - 2001 The primary descriptive statistics for the agricultural and non-agricultural sector and for the whole database are presented in Figure 3. Of interest is the range of the spectrum from €789 for a home baker to €4,338,811 for a plastics enterprise established in 1980 and closing in 2001, which at one stage employed 79 people. Within a total of 48 agricultural enterprises, a total of 23 of the grants in fishing were for amounts of less than €900 each, primarily for part-time employment for one person, and a further 16 with grants of less than €2,000, also with employment of one or two people. These recipients account for a total of 29% of the 133 grant recipients, and have to a large extent skewed the results.
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Figure 3: Údarás na Gaeltachta Grant Recipients, 1970 – 2001 Primary Descriptive Statistics N



Mean



Median Standard MiniDeviation mum



Total Enterprises 128 Grant Aid € 233,089 8,446 710,285 Max Employment 12.20 2.00 27.22 Business Ceased 54 Age on Cessation (yrs) 7.69 6.00 5.64 Agricultural Ent's Grant Aid € Max Employment Business Ceased Age on Cessation (yrs)



48



Non-Agric Ent's Grant Aid € Max Employment Business Ceased Age on Cessation (yrs)



80



3,862 1,071 11,444 1.06 1.00 0.74



Maximum



789 4,338,811 0 200



1st 3rd Quartile Quartile



1,817 108,769 1.00 11.00



1



25



4.00



10.00



809 0



77,349 4



991 0.50



2,432 1.00



3



16



4.75



13.25



10 8.8



8.5



4.44



370,624 74,875 871,711 18.63 6.00 32.56



789 4,338,811 10,009 274,554 0 200 2.00 22.00



44 7.43



5.00



5.89



1



25



4.00



9.75



The histograms in Figure 4 show the relatively late take-off stage in terms of enterprise formation, and the not-unexpected high overall level of enterprises ceasing trading, given the general pattern of business survival after five years, of ca. 50% (Bridge et al, 1998). The Agricultural figures are skewed by the aforementioned grants for part-time fishermen. Correlation statistics with a P-value of 


Regression analysis with a P-value of 


Employment levels being dependent on grant amounts (see Figure 6).



However of particular analytical interest in a longitudinal study are the various outliers and extreme situations, as very often they influence subsequent development (Pettigrew, 1997).



The main



outliers in the dataset are those in the electronics and plastics industry, with below expected employment levels in most cases. The organization providing higher than expected employment provides a sheltered workshop for the disabled and thus would not be directly comparable. Of particular interest also is the particularly short lifespan of the paper manufacturing/processing companies established from the mid 1980s to the early 1990s. Of the seven enterprises established, seven have ceased trading with an average lifespan of only 4.14 years. The combined maximum employment provided by all seven enterprises was 160, and grant aid totalled €1,499,592. The 12



Figure 4: Enterprise Formations 1969 - 2001
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electronics industry fared slightly better with four of the seven enterprises established having ceased trading after an average of 10 years. Interestingly of the ceased enterprises, the longest surviving were in the relatively traditional sectors of textiles, building, plastics, and mechanics. The longest surviving of those still in business are in fishing, seaweed collection, paper, plastics, mining, and retailing, each being over 15 years in existence. New industries emerging in the 1990s include the audiovisual sector, Irish language publishing and translation. The Irish language television station established nearby in 1996 has contributed to the flourishing of these sectors. Of the total of 24 electronic, paper and plastic enterprises, 21 are known to have ceased trading after an average of 8 years. Their combined peak employment was over 350 people – in a village with a population of 2,270 (CSO, 2002). The demise of these, largely outsider, industries does not seem to have spawned new indigenous companies in related industries as happened in the city of Galway after the closure of the large Digital plant in the early 1990s (Green et al, 2001). 13



Figure 5: Correlations



All Enterprises Agricultural



Grant Amount, Max Employment P Value



0.744 


Log Grant Amt, Max Employment P Value









Age of Enterprise, Grant Amount P Value



0.007









Age of Enterprise, Cessation P Value
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0.576 0.081
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-0.877 0.001



0.145
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Age of Enterprise, Starting Year P Value



0.726 





Age of Enterprise, Max Employment P Value 0.075



Start, Grant Amount P Value



0.626



0.622



Log Grant Amt, Log Max Employment P Value



NonAgricultural



0.203 0.186



0.023 0.879



-0.382 


Note: Only those enterprises ceased trading included in correlations of age. Conclusions The above are preliminary results in an exploratory pilot study. The study revealed the richness and breadth of data available at particular points in the time span, but also the practical difficulties in fully and accurately describing the various populations of organizations which emerged and developed. The main challenge is to unearth further data, mainly in State institutions, which in turn raises the issue of élite views of the phenomena compared to the subaltern, community based views, and the influence of language on cognition and sensemaking. This is particularly relevant in view of the high levels of outside intervention in industrial development and fostering of entrepreneurial activity. Most of the senior management in Údarás na Gaeltachta is still from outside the Gaeltacht areas (Ó Cuaig, 2002). After 40 years of targeted industrial development, has a cadre of local managers yet emerged or is entrepreneurial activity still dependent on outside involvement, or is the local entrepreneurial behaviour different and not particularly evident through the main State development agency? Judging from the Údarás database, there are plenty of ideas and nascent 14



Figure 6
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entrepreneurs in Carraroe, yet how come a more developed tourism industry has not developed, how come many of the manufacturing industries were shortlived, and will those enterprises emerging at present flourish? The pattern of self-employment (Kane, 1977; Mac Aodha, 1971; Ní Chonghaile, 2002) has not yet developed into a pattern of successful indigenous entrepreneurial organizations. At present there are no incubator units provided and soft supports such as training and advice are provided at operational level rather than strategic level. While socio-cultural issues contribute to the development of an entrepreneurial culture, Údarás still sees its most important remit as economic development (Mallaghan, 2002). In addition the main challenge at present is the sourcing of suitable people for the employment available despite the higher than average uptake of third level education among those in Co Galway (Údarás na Gaeltachta, 2001; Watson & Fahy, 1998; Western Commission, 2001). Education was long seen as a way for the more able to leave the area, or emigrate. This ‘brain drain’ has continued to the 1990s (Watson & Fahy, 1998) despite the much improved employment opportunities. Sociocultural factors may contribute to the choices the more educated make, and thus warrant examination.



The objective of this study was to describe, identify and explain patterns of entrepreneurial behaviour. Further data such as national comparisons are required to provide contextual meaning to the findings. Methodological issues require further refinement, and additional data will provide a more informative picture of what happened and what evolved or did not evolve, and why. It is hoped the work will inform both research into entrepreneurship in rural, peripheral, linguistic minority community, and policy formulation and implementation for such communities. 15
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Appendix 1 Map of Co Galway Gaeltacht



Legend: Carraroe: An Cheathrú Rua Galway: Gaillimh Connemara: West Co Galway (west of the lower lake) Source: Údarás na Gaeltachta



Appendix 2 Carraroe Industry and Entrepreneurial Activity Timeline: 1926 – 1996



Gaeltacht GSD GÉ, Electricity Key Events Comm’n Dole Emigration Services Manufacturing



Údarás na Gaeltachta



Sport 4 AudioVisual & Language 8 Craftwork 6 Retail 5 Paper 8 Plastics 9 Electronic 8 Metal 1 15% of households Households Hotel Processing factory 1 Glasshouses 15



Tourism Seaweed Subsistence Glasshouses Knitting centre 1 Textiles Homeknitting Part-time Fishing Subsistence men 174



Sockmaking factory 1 1st shellfish factory 36 fishermen Part-time 72 Processors 7



Year 1926 1936 1946 1956 1966 1979 1986 1996 DED Population 2,111 2,162 2,387 2,237 1,864 2,185 2,200 2,167 Legend:



Line denotes beginning and end (arrow) or continuation (no arrow) Number denotes number of organisations in total Census in 1979 rather than 1976.
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